Press Invitation

Knowledge Exchange Workshop by the Faculty of Education, HKU
“Parent-child Dictation is FUN”

The Faculty of Education has been organising interactive workshops to share knowledge from our teachers’ research work with targeted groups in the community. The topics of the workshops included healthy swallowing and communications, reading comprehension difficulties, interesting dictation, developmental dyslexia, etc., which were well received by the public.

The knowledge exchange workshop on “Parent-child Dictation is FUN” will be organised in June 2021. In the workshop, Dr Elizabeth Loh, Assistant Dean (Knowledge Exchange) of our Faculty, and Mr Chan Shui Leung, Principal of Po Leung Kuk (PLK) Wong Wing Shu Primary School will use examples from school materials to show parents some innovative and fun ways to enhance children’s interest in learning Chinese, and to help parents and children enjoy revision time.

Media representatives are invited to cover the workshop. Details are as follows:

Date: June 12, 2021 (Saturday)
Time: 10:00 am – 11:30 am
Speakers: Dr Elizabeth Loh, Assistant Dean (Knowledge Exchange), Faculty of Education, HKU and Principal Chan Shui Leung, PLK Wong Wing Shu Primary School
Language: Cantonese
Mode: ZOOM Webinar

For media enquiries and registration, please send YOUR NAME, ORGANISATION and EMAIL ADDRESS to eduert@hku.hk, or contact Ms Emily Cheung, Senior Manager (Development and Communications), Faculty of Education, HKU (Tel.: 3917 4270 / E-mail: emchy@hku.hk).

June 7, 2021